Rapid identification of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex in clinical isolates by combining presumptive cord formation and MPT64 Antigen Immunochromatographic Assay.
Combining the results of presumptive cord formation in smear and MPT64 Antigen Immunochromatographic Assay has been suggested to reduce the false negative and positive rates for identification of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) complex in liquid culture. This study was done to evaluate the clinical utility of combining the results of the two tests for rapid identification MTB complex in mycobacterial isolates. 484 isolates of mycobacteria obtained in MGIT culture were identified using presumptive cord formation in smear and further by MPT64 Antigen ICT assay. Result obtained were analyzed taking PNB inhibition test as the reference standard. Combining the results of the two tests, 464 (95.9%) isolates were correctly identified while discrepant results were obtained in 20 (4.1%) isolates. When the results of the two tests were intersected, the specificity and PPV was 100%, but the sensitivity decreased to 96.4% and the NPV to 68.6%. On the other hand, when the results of the two methods were combined, the sensitivity and NPV was 100%, but the specificity decreased to 88.6% and the PPV to 99.1%. Presumptive cord formation and MPT64 antigen ICT assay can be used in combination for identification of MTB complex. When both the test are positive, the culture can be reported to contain MTB complex. If both the tests are negative, the culture should be reported to contain NTM. Only when discrepant results are obtained by the two tests, further evaluation is necessary to ensure an accurate diagnosis.